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Plante to head
.
.
state 1nvest.1gat1on
of grad programs
-

.

.

By RANDY NOLES
Contributing News Editor

Sen. Ken Plante (R-Wint.er Park) who believes "nearly every cocktail
waitress in Tallahassee has a degree in art history," will chair a senate
subcommittee investigating graduate programs at the state universities.
The committee w:ill look into programs that alledgedly "lead
nowhere", and although he ~m propose'. no specific legislation, Plante
hopes to. "prod" the universities and the Board of Regents (BOR) into
re-evalu~ting their graduate degree offerings.
"FOR INSTANCE," Plante stated, "last year at the University of
Florida, there were only three students graduating from the costly
philosophy graduate progran:i, and subsequent surveys have shown the>'
are all right back in,the educational system, teaching more philosophy."
Plante added, "It is increasingly difficult to find jobs for people who
have degrees in art history, English, and other programs of this nature.
The universities need to assess their programs, and determine which ones
are really needed."
However Dr. E. A. Giordano, of the BOR staff, told Plante's
committee, "A university should have a wide range of course offerings,
JOHN C. SAWHILL, FORMER FEDERAL ENERGY CZAR, will speak at 8:30 Monday night
and should not be just a matter of meeting manpower needs and job
in
the Village Center Assembly Room. Sawhill, now president of New York Uruversity, will
placement."
speak
on "profit-taking and price controls" as part of Monday and Tuesday's Central Florida
DR. C. B. GAMBRELL, FTU's vice president of academic affairs,
Energy Seminar. Se~ story~ page 4.
found Plante's proposals "scary":
"Of course, I don't think the senators' committee will be able to find
anything to sharpen their teeth on here," he added. ''We've carefully
researched our graduate program~, and feel that they are all strong and
needed." ·
Gambrell agreed, however, that job placement for graduate students
average is required for juniors, administrator and director of
A federal government order to
should be considered when evaluating a degree program, but added,
transfers, and graduate students. special programs at F AMU, said a
desegregate Florida A&M
"You can _always find individual programs to point fingers at, but you
non-black student needed to
The~
University (FAMU) in
need to look at the total picture."
possess four qualities to succeed
Tallahassee has prompted
· PLANTE _FEELS universities may now need to reassess not only
Mrs. Cross said the incentive at the university.
officials at the predominantly
the graduate programs offered, but the overall role of the university in
a wards "in no way interfere"
"A student should have
black institution to come up with
society as well.
with other scholarship money the academic ability, respect for
·
"one
of
a
kind"
incentive
a
"Should a university be just to take courses, or should it function to
minority student is eligible to other people, a willingness to
program to lure whites help people find jobs - to better themselves?" Plante asked. ~'How
receive.
·
work, and a desire to graduate
$154,000
in
aid
money
with
no
much of the university curriculum today is just frills?"
Dr. Tyler Combs, a white from FAMU," he said.
financial requirement.
"These are all questions we must look at in the light of what is now
ln a move some administrators
happening in the university system," he added. "Students should be
at FAMU call "reverse
realistically told what they can expect to do after graduation."
integration," the Department of
THE WINTER Park Republican's philosophy has the support. of at
Health,· Education and Welfare
least one member of the Board of Regen ts (BOR).
.
(HEW) last year told the
Regent E.W. Hopkins, at the October BOR meeting said, "We have
university
to either enroll more
the responsibility of telling high school students that college.doesn't
whites or close its doors.
have to be necessary -·you can be an auto mechanic and make twica
According to Mrs. Janice Cross
what the average college professor makes.,,
of the F AMU financial aid
branch, interpreting the
James Monroe, former
At that meeting, the regents adopted a new "more comprehensive
department,
university
constitution
and serving as
commissioner
of
elections
was
system of evaluating both graduate and u,ndergraduate degree programs
administrators quickly realized recently appointed Student
prosecutor for . the Executive
for the purpose of eliminating offerings deemed "wasteful and.
"it wonlcl be impossible to Government attorney general to
Branch in student violations.
unnecessary."
comply
with the order unless fill the vacancy ·left by the
Monroe, a graduate student in
PLANTE ALSO hit Florida's law school admission requirements.
some extra financial incentive resignation of Colin Wright.
business administration, has also
"There is no pre-law requireme11t to enter our state supported law
was available for non-black
served on the SG Constitutional
Monroe applied for the
schools." he said. "Acceptance is based strictly on grade _point average
Review Board. At Florida State
students.
position upon recommendation
(GPA)."
Apparently
concurring
with
University he was a student
by
Wright
who
resigned,
"for
· Plant.e said students wishing to enroll in law school could t:ake "easy
the F AMU administrators, the personal reasons.,,
senator and chairman of the
courses" in their undergraduate work to maintain a high GPA.
Judicial RulesCommitt.ee for two
state legislature appropriated
"I'LL BE formulating new
funds for the "Incentive Awards statutes for the student body,"
years.
Program" in 2arly 1974, and Monroe said. "We'll help answer
despite a slow start, Mrs. Cross any questions students have
say·s ·m.e program is now "well about the constitution.
received.''
"We'll be setting up a traffic
FAMU currently has about court 'this year," said Gary
Petiofrezzo of t e Mat11emC1tics
Five FTU instructors who
150 ·white students-40students Andersen, student body
Depart1nent, Gail West, William
authored textbooks used in their
short of the 190 HEW wanted the president. "The attorney general
New VG director named, page 2
Esler and 1-Iike I:iy .~ if th
classes have filed conflict of
umvers1ty to enroll this year, but will be working on this.,,
~ucation Department.
interest statements as rquired by
Mrs. Cro s feels the program is
Monroe was select.ed over
BOP backs gay club advertisement,
the Board of Regents (BOR).
If the instructor uses his book
now "catching on", and the three other applicants. According
According to Dr. Leslie Ellis
and doe not receive royalties (or
school should be able to meet it's to Andersen, the selection was
page3
dean of graduate research and
donate them to the university)
future quotas easily.
based on experience in
studies, the instructors were
he is also exempt from filing, ro
One way ticket, page 7
"It's a great program," she constitutional interpretation,
required to fill out . a form
explained.
st:ated. "l'm sure it's the only one constitutional writing and
indicating they are using their
THE REGENTS' ru e stat.es:
Male cheerleaders, page 8
like it in the country."
knowledge of legal structure.
textbooks in a class and are
"No employe or member of lus
Whlte freshmen enrolling at
DUTIES OF SG attorney receiving royalties.
Liverpool to appear, page 10
immediate family can sell
F AMU can receive incentive general include recommending
Those instructors filing
equipment, upplies or materials
awards ranging from $300 to changes to the constitution,
statements included George F.
to students or other employers
$2,500 per year by maintaining a formulating statutes, acting as
Calendar of events., page 12
Schrader of the Engineering
without informing the Board of
2.5 grade point average. A 3.0 legal adviser within the executive
Dep~ ·rtmen_t, Anthony J.
Regents."

FAMUseeks white students

SG appoints new·
attorney ·general

Conflict of intere~t forrnu
.filed by five F U au h. rs

Looking into

the FuTUre
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VC Program Director named
By STEVE DA VIS
Staff Writer

Vicki Roussman has assumed
the position of Village Center
program director, following the
resignation of Debbie Wheatley.
Miss Wheatley is getting married
and moving to Washington, D.C.
As one of Fl'U's first students,
Miss Wheatley became active with
the Village Center Board and was
appointed assistant program
director in 1972, and later
became program director.
WHILE a student on the VC
Board, Miss Wheatley worked
specifically for the Popularl
Entertainment and Creative Arts ·
Committees.
Among the programs directly
instigated by her were: The
Cinema International Film Series,
an Alcohol Use & Abuse Seminar,
and an Extemporaneous
Programming Committee (EPC).
The EPC was designed to
''encourage spontaneous
suggestions from students
concerning new and creative
programming activities."
MISS ROUSSMAN, who
considers herself "an activities
jock," is a 1965 graduate of
Edgewater High School. She
attended the University of South
Florida and earned her Masters
Degree at the University of Iowa.
She later became Director of
Student Activities and the
Student Union at Wilmington ·
College, Wilmington, Ohio.
Especially concerned with
programs for the "diversified
student," Miss Roussman hopes
to implement a number of
activities for the married and
foreign student. . "We need to
c on st.ant I y revamp o u r
programming to meet the needs
of all students." she said.
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community at large. A possible
Local travel programs and
married couples seminars are high
means for reaching publicizing
on the agenda. "We are in an
upcoming events could be
excellent area for historical travel · accomplished by posting a
excursions," she added. "Possibly
calendar of activities in nearby
buses could be provided - apartment complexes she said.
specifically for this purpose."
"Basically, the student must
MISS ROUSSMAN stressed
have the ideas," she added. "We
her obligation to the entire
are here to make suggestions."
•
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MON, .NOV. 10
8 :30 P.M. V.C.A.R.
students - free
public- $2. at door
Call 273·2633 for details
sponsored by Village Center Board - Cultural Events

Landscaping gets
low consideration
By STEVE DAVIS
Staff Writer

Building construction
continues to accelerate on the
FTU campus but the
accompanying landscaping
operations are following at a
somewhat slower rate.
According to Physical Plant
Assistant Director Richard V.
Neu ha us, the rising cost of
building erection often cause
landscaping to "get the ax" when
available funds run out.
"EVERYTHING DONE in the
state is contingent upon funds,
manpower and time. Only to a
limited extent is the physical
plant staffed and funded to
maintain landscaping," he added.
Currently underway is the
construction of a curbing gutter
around the west parking lot of the
Humanities and Fine Arts
Building. This, according to
Grounds Supervisor J. C. Hicks,
will "increase tne availability of
parking spaces in that area."
Recent heavy rains have
caused flooding of the basement
floor in the Biological Sciences
Building. Hicks explained a
project is being conducted to
"recontour" the area with
elevations . being created to
prevent further water erosion and
damage.
SIDEWALK COMPLETION is
scheduled for December 1, with
irrigation and sodding to follow
in early spring. "Funds have been
allocated for irrigation and
sodding," Hicks said, "but none
as yet f~r landscaping."

"We've recently sunk a new
well for irrigation purposes,"
Hicks said. "Hopefully this will
alleviate the excessive drain on
the water tower."
THE PHYSICAL PLANT
constructed the visitor's parking
lot south of the Administratior.
Building. Also recently
completed was a golf driving
range.
Other future plans include the
provision for a bottom drain for
the reflecting pond which Hicks
terms "an architectural
boo-boo," in that the problem
was not foreseen in its original
construction. "Current draining
procedures are extremely costly
in manpower hours," explained
Neuhaus. "A bottom drain will
greatly expedite cleaning
operations."
·
Vandals continually cause
damage resulting in repairs,
particularly to sprinkler heads.
"There is approximately a $40
expense incurred each time this
occurs," said Hicks. "It hurts
because it is so unnecessary."
Hicks added, "Our primary
function is service. Physical
damage is costly to all of us as
taxpayers."

LANDSCAPING AT FTU has slowed do~ because of the rising costs in construction and
exhausted funds.

BOP recommendation favors
advertisement for gay cl_ub
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

The Board of Publications
(BOP) ethics committee
recommended the FuTUre allow
the advertisement of an
organizational meeting of a social
service club for homosexuals:
John Greene was refused
placement of a classified ad
promoting the proposed group by
FuTUre business manager, ·Barry
Poit.

CAMPUS
Oct. 31, 1975-Page 3

Millican: amount of enrollment
increase caught FTU by surprise
everything from high school
enrollment to general economic
conditions in this region."
As president of the university
Millican admitted, however,
he has no ready answer
with the most colossal growth
concerning FTU's current fiscal
rate of any in the State University
dilemma though he is looking to
System, · Dr. Charles Millican is
the state to come through with a
remaining calm and confident
portion of the $2 million
through what many consider
emergency education reserve
FTU ~s "crisis period."
"We're not really in a bad
fund to temporarily ease the
-.
financial situation," he said. "It's crunch.
just that enrollment turned out to
ON OTHER issues: .
--Millican responded . to critics
be more than what we were
of the Board of Regents (BOR)
budgeted for."
MILLICAN SAID FTU was proposed $325 million
not caught unaware concerning educational budget by saying, "I
the sudden 30 per cent don't think the BOR is guilty of
enrollment surge.
avoiding the issue of enrollment
· "Both the university caps, and I don't feel the budget is
vice-presidents and I were aware unduly inflated."
since June that there_would be a
Millican said he feels the
large enrollment increase this regents "are just trying to give the
year - it's just the size of the · state legislature an honest
increase that surprised us,'' he appraisal of what the university
.
system needs."
said.
Millican explained enrollment
--STATING STUDENTS
projections for this year were "already have an effective voice"
established in 1974, and on the BOR, Millican rejected the
legislative appropriations based idea of placing a student member
on those projections were passed on the State University System's
governing body.
in late May 197 5.
"I don't feel a student on the
"THEN, TillS past summer,"
Millican said, "we saw board would gain them a more
applications running ahead of powerful voice than they already
have through the State Council of
what we anticipated."
He said in July ' additional Student Body Presidents and the
instructors were hired and put on Florida Student Lobby," he
stated.
.
standby. ·
--Though he is opposed to a
"I then ordered that weekly
reports concerning application mandatory retirement age,
rates be given to me personally," Millican said he would step down
Millican said. "I had expected we as president of FTU when he
would finally enroll between reaches the voluntary retirement
age of 62. Millican is now 59 and 9,500 and 10,000 students."
BUT MILLICAN'S has the longest tenure of any
projections proved conservative, Florida university president.
"I'VE BEEN on the job for ten
and enrollment swelled to nearly
years now," he said, "and I know
11,000 students.
"In light of what's happened of many things that can be done,
this fall, we are currently and need to be done in promoting
re-working enrollment the further growth of FTU."
"Above all," Millican stated,
projections for the next five
years," he said, "and that "I want to maintain an open door
includes a thorough study of in the president's office. I ~ant

students and staff members to
know if they can't get their
problems solved elsewhere, they
can always come to me."

By RANDY NOLES

contributing News Editor

BOP CHAIRMAN Fred Fedler
explained, "We were leary of
suppressing any ideas regardless
of how unpopular they were."
Fedler said the board felt a
university should allow
expression as long as there is "no
clear danger" involved.
Greene said he had been
contacted by the Cupboard News
for an interview. "I'm very
cautious about them," he said.
"They have a bad reputation."
GREENE SAID several
interested students- had contact
him. He said anyone who would
sign the roster could join the
group.
One professor Greene
approached for sponsorship "said
there is not a need for the
organizatio.n." Another
instructor said he was interested ·

in. sponsoring the group but did
not have the time.
In order to form the
organization, Greene said he
needed to get 12 charter members
and submit their names to
Student Government. If anyone
objects to the group's formation
within 10 days, the student
senate will vot.e on accepting the
club.
IF FORMED, the organization
will conduct rap groups to discuss
problems common with
homosexuals, Greene explained.
"I don't think it's detrimental,"
he said. "I would like to think the
university is a progressive
organization."
The final organizational
meeting for a homosexual
awareness group will be held
Wednesday, Nov. 5 in VC 2J4.
1

Jim FlanQgan' s
NAUTILUS PHY-SICAL TRAINING CENTER,
Now open fot both men
-Qnd women

1

I

CQll no.w fot yout ftee ttlQI
~t no obllgQtlon
• 22 N~utllus mQchlnes

Double Chest machine

• Supervised Instruction
• Over 35 lndlvlduQI Exercise
- StQtlons

The "Center .of Nautilus Actlvl~y"
In the Greater Orlando Area
2813 Cottlne D1.- 896-4127
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Student Senate elects
president pro teinpore
Sen. Michael Inderwiesen was
The major change over the
elected as President Pro Tempere original proposal is the accused is
of the Eighth Student Senate.
given five days to collect
President pro temp ore witnesses and to get acquainted
with the procedures before
exercises the following duties and
appearing before the Student
powers: assumes the chair in the
judicial hearing.
~ absence of the vice-president, is a
Students also have the right to
member of all committees, has
appeal to the Student Judicial
the right to vote in those
committees and is a member of · Council after a judgement from
the Interfratemity Council, the
the Executive Committee.
Panhellenic Council and the
in other action:
Resident Halls.
THE BILL to amend the
The bill was amended because,
judicial branch of the student
"These new proceedings form a
government was condensed into
system of checks and balances
the Sammons Amendment. The
between the faculty and
origin al bill changed the
s tu den ts," said Sen. Deb
Procedure for a student involved
Sammons
in disciplinary actions.

Energy seminar to be held
A two-day Central Florida
Energy Semin ar will b e
conducted November 3-24 in the
Village Cente r Assembly Room.
Former U.S. energy czar John
Sawhill will speak at 8:30 p.m.
Monday on "Profit Taking, Price
Controls." ·
The first day's program is free

and ru ns all day; however, the
November 4 program will require
a $10 registration fee, which
includes a luncheon at which Sen.
George Firestone, Miami
legislator, will speak on "Energy:
The Challenge to Florida."
Tuesday activities get under
wayat9a.m.

We a~e Introducing to Orlando a unlQue
idea In movie viewing. You can see
old-time comedy classics. First run Features,
luxurious living
along freshwa tel'

ftres
Swashbucklers
and landlubbers
alike may find

a leeward haven
here
one and tWo bedroom

.
a.-rtments. ope
bedroom lo-.mho&as with
lofty sleeping qUlrten

& great ho11or Flicks while sitting In a
lounge type atmosphere!
Enjoy a popular draft Beer or Wine at your
tole! or In our Outdoor Beer GQrden .••
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OLD TlmE COmEDY CLASSICS Free ••••
Enjoy a Pitcher of Beer or Wine
at your table during feature
(18 yrs. & over)

Froln s150.

.....,....,.,
__

.....__.IWI._.
,_

..........'7J..?m
_.. . ....

Old-Time Corned Classics
After Last Feature FREE
11: 30 till 2 A.M. Mon thru Sat.
MUL

"'ewman In .. Ibe

Dl'ownlng Pool ..

Kirkman (435) & Conroy Rds .
299-5420
So. of Valencia in
Turkey Lake Center
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Misuse of financial aid
"no problem' at FTU
Don Baldwin, director of
financial aid at FTU, reports
there is "no problem" here with
students receiving financial aid
checks then droppirrg out,
keeping the money illegally.
"I'm not saying it's never
done, but it's not a real problem,"
he said.
SEVERAL FEDERAL loan
programs offered at FTU award
students annual checks up to
$2,000 for college costs and living
expenses. If the student's family
has an income less than $15,000,
he can also receive special
benefits in y.rhich the government
will pay all, or most of the
interest rate on the loan.
If the student then drops all of .
his classes, he has collected an l
interest-free $2,000 loan and
FTU hasn't made a penny . .
The amount of tuition money
and class space lost due to abuses
of this sort is not known; but .
Baldwin says the amount is
"insignificant."
"You haven't really ripped off .
the system until you fail to pay
back the loan," he said.
THE STUDENT who did
misuse his financial aid money
could get away with it for a

.. We hsve one of the tightest
systems going," he said. "For the
most part no one gets their
money until they've satisfied
their past fee payments. We now
have two programs in which
money is withheld entirely until
after drop-add."
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Ufejsa Gamble?
Here's one ~y to hedge your bets!
The day you were born your _ _ _ _ _,_
biological clock was set and it will
continue ticking until the day you die.
Unlike the time clock th is biological
clock has regular cycles• . . a 23 day
cycle, half up, the other half down.for
your physical cycle... a 28 day
emotional cycle.. . and a 33 day
mental cycle.
Knowing when you 'II be at your
best could be a big help in
planning... when to do an important
job, when to take a vacation, when to
ask for a raise, and on and on. It could
be the best and cheapest insurance
·
policy you'll ever buy.
Send birth date, $10 for year's bio
rhythm chart to Bio Cycle, Inc., P. 0 . _ _ _. . .
Box 652, Fern Park, Fla. 32730"
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According to Baldwin, most
I
I
FTU students who are borrowing
money realize they have a 1Eastland Shopping Center Butler Plaza 651 Altamon-te
financial debt, and are serious
L-------------------~--~-------1
about attending college.
_,___
"We just want to help the kids
out and give them an education,"
COMPLETE AUTO s·ERVICE
he said.

Typewriter Repair Service

quarter, but could not register for
any more classes until a written
explanation for his absence is
reviewed by Baldwin.
'
Baldwin explained it is
eseen ti al to get "accurate,
detailed information on a
student's financial situation"
before financial aid is awarded,
and the information should be
updated throughout his academic
career.

---------------------------~~---1

1

Revival

FM station boost
for awareness
With funding by the
Student Senate, Florida
Tech has a chance to license
and operate an FM stereo
radio station: a vehicle to
promote the type of
communication that can
make the difference between
an active student body and a
lifeless one.
Student Government
officers and senators have
long preferred a motivated
campus to an apathetic one;
they now are accepting
practical strides in that
direction instead of wishful
rhetoric.
A STATION with a 12-15
mile range, if properly
staffed and programmed,
could bring schedules, issues,
and entertainment to
transistor sets in cars, dorms,
' apartments, and campus
offices.
News and comment could
be imparted with immediacy
together with the appeal of
popular music. Awareness
could become the rule rather
than the exception.
Most. people are more
inclined to listen than read~
they are more likely to gain
information if presented in
the lively format only
broadcasting can provide.

COMMENT
Oct. 31, 1975-Page 6
SUBSTA-NTIAL
COMMUNICATION
between members of a large
student body cannot be
accomplished through one
medium, and certainly
cannot be supplemented
successfully through
word-of-mouth in a largely
commuter school. A weekly
newspaper and radio station
could complement each
other with spontaneity and
permanency. In addition,
the university would gain a
laboratory for radio-tele·
vision majors.
The allocation for an FM
stereo station is money well
spent. We urge the university
and the regents to confirm
the proposal and ask the
Federal Communications
Commission to consider the
FTU's overwhelming need

~'M~~~~~~;~rBoARD . Offices

Revision would
ensure rights
The Student Senate has proposed to change procedures for
adjudicating violations of the 40 pages of the university's code
of conduct.
·
.
The amendment to the Constitufion of the Student Body
would give students greater protection when their rights to
remain in college or remain in good standing are the subject of
judicial commissions. It would clearly extend the Bill of
Rights to campus litigation, and provide explicit procedures
for guaranteeing those rights, something the present
constitution fails, in some areas to do.
IMPORTANTLY, the amendment would increase the size
of the Judicial Council from five to eight members. We fail to
s,ee, however, why the Interfraternity and Panhellenic
councils and the resident students are each given their one of
those eights votes. It would al~o put a chief justice from the
student body in charge, rather than SG's attorney general.
While still guaranteeing appeals all the way to the
president, the amendment would eliminate the judicial board,
a needless extra body.
The amendment streamlines the judicial procedure and
ensures students their rights. It is needed not because rights
have been violated under the present system but because the
process would be clearly defined and simplified.
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD

closed to n-i ght students

Editor:
The following is the text of a letter I have sent to
FTU President Charles N. Millican: .
This letter is to inform you of the problems I
encounter being an evening student, specifically in
regard to using facilities on campus after 5 p.m.
FOR THE last two quarters I have ~ttended FTU
as a full-time, out-of-state student, majoring in
sociology. Unfortunately, this quarter due to lack of
money I took a full-time job and enrolled as a
part-time student.
Until this quarter, I never realized the problems
evening students have in obtaining advisement and
information from all offices of student affairs.
Listed below are several examples that will .describe
more fully what I am talking about:
In order to acquire information or guidance
concerning financial aid you must be able to come
during daytime hours. In fact, it isn't even feasible
to pick up financial applications because the office
is closed after 5: 30 p.m. - right about the time I get
to FTU from work.
--FOR EXAMPLE, during add-drop, the only
way you could find out if classes were open or
closed was. by going to the department to check the
printout. After 5 p.m. the office was closed, so I had
to registel' on a trial-and-error basis.

My evening instructor for criminology
mentioned the fact that we could do volunteer work
for the Div'c;;ion of YOuth Services, which operates
through.FAVORS at FTU.
The option the instructor -gave us was to do a
term paper or volunteer work. This appealed to me
very much, since so many instructors require term
papers. I called about it at school and they said I
would have to come in for an interview between the
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., no exceptions. ls
this fair? Most students in the evening classes work 9
to 5, just as I do.
--IF YOU are in need of a doctor after 5 p.m., a
nurse is on duty and you must wait once again until
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. the next day. If you try and come
on your lunch hour from work, they can't promise
you the doctor will even get to you -- no exceptions.
No appointments are made, even for 9 to 5 p.m.
people.
As you can surely see, the average evening
student encounters several hassles throughout the
quarter because of such rigid office hours. If at all
p9ssible, could you please ponder the idea of having
an evening student representative for each of your
stl,lden t affairs offices?
SUSAN PRISKE
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"Sorry, Helen, I won't be able to go on the lobbying trip to the
capitol. The airline won't let me charge the ticket without my
husband's pe~mission."
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Will Great Pumpkin bring goodies to FTU?
By MYRON CARDEN
quickly ran off.
As the full moon glowed high

in the October sky, Chu~k sat
quietly hunched in the pumpkin
patch awaiting the arrival of the
"Great Pumpkin."
While Chuck sat motionless in
the huge field, people came to
visit him from all over the
surrounding area.
THE FIRST man said,
"Chuck, you sit out here every
Halloween waiting for the Great
Pumpkin and not once has he
come. Don't you know he doesn't
exist?
"But if he does come, t.ell him
I need a big building to put all my
friends in who want to live here
but can't."
Before Chuck had a chance to
answer, the man disappeared into
the night. Quickly his place was
taken by another man. "Chuck,"
he said, "all my friends come here
to learn so they can get a job in
the real world.
"But there is not enough space
for them to learn adequately, and
there are not enough materials to
teach them correctly. If by some
chance the Great Pumpkin does
come, tell him this, will you?"
AS THE moon reached its
zenith in the sky, a tall man came

SUDDENLY, CHUCK was all
by himself in the huge lonely field
and a - ~~ came to his eye.

along to take his place in front of
Chuck. "Haw, haw, haw, haw,"
he croaked. "Do you still believe
in the great pumpkin? Haw, haw.
By the way, did I tell you I need a
nice big building for my kids to
play in?

Pumpkin comes, tell him that I
need a bigger place to take care of
all my sick friends." Before
Chuck could answer, the man

..

"Fools," he tought. "They all
come to him every year and t.ell
hirri the same thing,--they want
this or they want that. · But
they're so loud, they scare the
Great Pumpkin off, and they
never get what they want."

to flutter. A great orange ball
began to rise in the eastern sky.
"It's the Great Pumpkin!" he
shout.ed. But just as quickly, his
hopes died. It was just the sun
rising to greet a new day and
another year with.out the Great
Pumpki~ showing up.
As Chuck slowly walked away
from the pumpkin patch, another
tear came to his eye and
determination swelled up inside
him. "Just wait until next year,
I'll show them. The Great
Pumpkin's gonna show up and
surprise them. Then let's see
who's laughing."

Just then, Chuck's heart began

Just then, a man with an
armload of books came to stand
in front of Chuck. "Chuck, I've
· known you for a long time," he
stammered, "and I've ~ways
made fun of you for believing \II
the Great Pumpkin. I've changed
my ways, though, and now I
believe in him, so will you tell him
I need a bigger.place to put all my
books?"

Halloween.Special
Beer
Reg. Burger
F.F. Pot.
$1.15
Save 204
Village Center
Snack Bar

As the bookworm left, a man

in a white coat ran up to sit near
Chuck. "If this so-called Great

.S aga's food service soggy
Editor:
I am new to this university and I like many things about it, but the
food service is awful!
Saga Corp., (soggy foods) gives you a small portion of food for an
abnormally high price. Sogg's macaroni is as sticky .as mud and the salad
sandwiches are spiced all wrong. Also, Saga will print a menu and
(surprise!) you walk in and there is sliced turkey instead of the roast beef
that you have been waiting for all day.
.
STUDENTS ATTENDING other schools can buy fresh fruit, crisp
green salads, pizzas, good salad sandwiches and a healthy hot lunch.
I suggest that Saga should either go or-produce foods that can be
produced economically and taste all right, too.

COULD IT BE THE GREAT PUMPKIN rising out of the
eastern sky to bring fortune to FTU?

. with this coupon
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~INGSTODO
-

PARA MANANA.

1. Write an epic poem no shorter than

24 7 pages long using the following
5 words only: cactus, Gold, lime,
Sunrise, Agamemnon.
2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
why you liked him better when he
was on TV.
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English,
leaving out all the consonants.
4. Disregard all of the above, make a
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas, and
invite all your friends over.

JOSE CUERVO.a TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY ~ 197.5, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.

Southern Bell

Knowing when to make your out-of-state calls can
be a lifesaver.
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Apply for NCAA status

Male cheerleader
spark FTU squad

Photo by Alan Geeslio

FTU CHEERLEADERS, left to right: Beth Mitchell, Heather Carvin, June Evans, Vicki Foster,
Tracy Stapp, Bobbie Louden, Tracy Armstrong, and Margie Messeroff; Craig Tench, Curtis
Mudd, Chuck Richardson, Mi_k e Scholla and Pete Webb.

DES pill
effect still
questioned

PERSONALITY

The FTU cheerleaders,
composed of eight women an_d
five men are . experiencing their
first y~ar as a "progressive,
collegiate cheerleading squad,"
according to Mike Scholla, head
cheerleader.
Ma le cheerleaders were
selected in last spring's tryouts, in
an attempt to bring the squad
into equal standing with
collegiate squads around the
country, Scholla said.
"BEFORE IT was an all-girl,
high school-type squad," Scholla
continued, "Now we have a
partnel'-Stunt collegiate style."
'The team aims at polishing
their new · "professionalism."
They were in general agreement
that their purpose was three-fold:
"To spark crowd involvement, to
be an ambassador for the
university and to be spirit
innovators."
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Practicing twice a week behind
the VC multi-purpose room, the
squad creates new stunts, runs
through routines and works out
their trouble spots.
"CONTRARY TO the high
school stereotype of men on a
cheerleading squad, we're looking
at as an athletic team," said Curtis
Mudd. It requires strengttt., a
sense of timing, balance and
coordination."
'They have applied to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) to be rated
for a spot on the NCAA's Top
Ten list for college cheerlea~ing
squads in the country. The NCAA
sends judges to ranking squads
across the country.
"W h
t be bl t
e ope 0
. a e o,~o ~o
all away games, thi~ year,. sa~d
Heather Garvin, girls
coordinator.

THERMY SAYS:

By CYNTHiA CROSSEN
College Press Service

The controversial
"morning-after pill" which is
prescribed for emergency
contraception as well as acne,
thinning hair and various
gynecological disorders, survived
the food and Drug
Administration's (FDA) scrutiny
last spring but may not fare as
well in Congress.
A bill placing new restrictions
on the distribution of
diethystilbestrol (DES) has
already passed the Senate and is .
now awaiting action in the House.
The proposed bill would requfre
pre-packaging of the drug in ·
a ppr op r i ate d o s es by the
manufacturer. Printed warnings
regarding the cancer-causing
potential of the drug and the
restriction of its contraceptive
uses to emergency situations
would also be required.
DES PILLS have supposedly
always been prescribed only for
emergency contraception but
various definitions of
"emergency" existing among
private and school physicians
have caused trouble recently.
DES was banned by the FDA
because of a suspected link with
cancer but _early this year the
FDA reversed itself and stated
that no evidence of increased ·
chance of cancer was found in
women who experienced
short-term e~posure to DES.

However, the FDA's
regulations warn that it is
"sensible and pn,1.dent" to avoid
use iof the drug "unless absolutely
necessary." The FDA also
acknowledged that if the
morning-after pill didn't-work, a
resultant female child "will have
an increased risk of cancer of the
vagina or cervix later in life."
THE NATIONAL CANCER
INSTITUTE has awarded
con tracts worth $1. 5 million for a
study of gynecological disorders
of women whose mothers
received DES and other synthetic
estrogens during pregnancy.

incest, many campus doctors
regard unprotected intercourse as
an emergency·. A .doctor at Iowa
State University said he would
prescribe the morning-after pill
for unprotected intercourse but
would "try not to prescribe the
pill for a second time."
The FTU student ·health
service, however, does not
dispense DES. Dr. E. W. Stoner
explained, "We try to counsel
against it because it often makes
the woman nauseous." He added
that several· other methods are
prescribed instead.

s INCE THE chance of
becoming pregnant from random
intercourse is only about 1in13,
some doctors think waiting for
pregnancy confirmation and then
an abortion is safer than DES in
the long run. Others contend that
- if there is a significant risk of
pregnancy and the choice is
between DES and an aboration
DES would be preferable.
'
Or.

DR. E. W.. STONER
Meanwhile, the drug is
prescribed at university health
services around the country.
Although it is approved for such
"emergency" situations as rape or

Married
Student
Housing

North on ·Ala fa ya Tri. at
Mit<·twll Hammock Hd in Ovi~do
'I' t• I ••''(
- .,-.,I
) ),)•,)'
-

Frank Rauscher Jr.,
director of the National Cancer
Program, advocates a complete
withdrawal of the morning-after
pill unless its unnecessary use can
be curtailed. Rauscher did not
condemn DES completely
though, he termed it a "useful
medical tool."
·

"Let this bowl you over!!"

Glass Tinting Installation Special
VAN, STATION WAGONS, BLAZERS$17.80 .
CARS, COMPACT WAGONS B~ONCOS $57 .50
PICKUPS, COMPACT CARS $42.00
COLOR SELECTION OF MYLAR
SOLAR REFLECTIVE FlLMS BY DUPONT
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL PRICE ON
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
\NSTALLATIONS

We conform strictly to
the new Florida law
concerning in-stallations
of vehicle window tinting

THERM·O SHiELO
GLASS TINTING

3400 Aloma Ave.

Unit 1
; Winter Park. Fla. :t?789
678-509~_-

•
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22 pct. of FTU population affected

Veteran abuses may tighten
rrionitoring, penalty system
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Special Writer

Photo by Alan Geeslin

LENGTHY LUNCH LINES such as this are one reason some
ITU students prefer vending machine offerings.

Student food choices:
cafeteria Vs ·c an teens
•

·

·

In high school, there were two
times a day students looked
forward to--lunch and the end of

beer."
THE JOURNALISM student
s~id she usually ate twice a day
from the vending machines.
Bernadette Crotty, a freshman
RTV student, said she usually
went to a nearby meat market for
· a submarine sandwich..

cla~ses.

For most, lunch in·high School
was an orderly thing; you either
ate in the cafeteria or brought
something to eat in a bag.
College, on the other hand,
compels a student to make a more ,
difficult decision. With vending
machines in almost every
building, a snack bar and a
cafeteria, a student has to decide
which is more important-~his
stomach or his wallet.
Many students will bring lunch
in a bag. But because of the
absence of shaded lockers and the
possibility of poisoning from
food left in a car, brown-bagging
has given way to the campus food
services.

"I gave the cafeteria a try, but
found pink stuff in my cottage
cheese/' she said. Miss Crotty said
she also found much of the fruit
to be badly bruised.
"I SUGGEST lower prices,"
she said. "Sometimes I like what's
in there, but it's just too
expensive."
Three students in the survey
found the cafeteria food and
vzriety to be adequate, but cited a
need for more space or serving
lines.

According to Orval Stuhr,
manager of Sands food service,

Abuses of the GI Bill may
force FTU to institute an
attendance policy whereby
veterans would be penalized
academically for not showing up
in class.
According to FTU Registrar
W. Dan Chapman, the VA is
presently having a hard time
keeping track of veterans who
presently receive their VA benefit
checks and then "play hooky,"
keeping the money illegally.
SINCE Fl'U has no regulations
concerning class attendance, _
there is no way to detect veteran
absences until the end of each
quarter. Even then, all that is
known is that the student
received an "F." The reason for
course failure has to be
investigated in order to determine
if he simply failed to show up for ·
class or legitimately failed.
According to W. Dan
Chapman, university registrar,
this may mean monitoring class
skipping in the form of
mandatory attendance, in order
to keep track cif veteran
disappearances and GI Bill
abuses.
Chapman said under the
proposal, "Students would
probably be allowed a certain
number of absences and after
maybe.three absences they woul,d
be automatically dropped one
letter grade."
. CHAPMAN EXPLAINED
such measures were not. a
certainty but may have to be
imposed in view of government
pressure on universities to better

monitor veteran activities.
The "government pressure"
comes from a new VA regulation
which threatens to hold schools
payable to the U.S. government
for monies lost through veteran.
"hooky playing."
This regulation was enacted
this year in order to eliminate
"gross neglect" on the pai:t ,of

McQuilkin went on to say that
there have been tremendous
abuses of VA benefit monies
across the country because of
record organization problems.

"There is an unbelievable
amount -of paperwork involved
with certifying veterans and
we've got to find the means to
effectively monitor a veteran's
progress toward his stated
academic objectives," he said.
· There are 2,500 students
receiving veteran benefits at FTU
and some 200 to 300 schools
changes are reported by them
each month. This alone makes
veteran record keeping and
reporting an exactin!! iob.

DEAN PAUL McQUILKIN
schools which fail to accurately
report veteran academic progress
to the VA within the required
30-day period.
·
FTU DEAN OF MEN Paul
McQuilkin, says this kind of
neglect is most common in small
private and trade schools.

"We stand to lose a half
million dollars in the form of
veteran benefit checks
without proper, timely
reporting procedures."
"However, FTU could stand
to be a little more timely in
reporting," he said.

Coupled with the responsibility
of tracking down unreported
changes and disappearances, the
need for attendance monitoring is
clear.
McQuilkin expl~'ined, "We
stand to lose a half mi Ilion dollars
in the form of vete :an benefit
checks without pror•er, timely
reporting procedures.''

Although, according to
McQuilkin; "an unbelievably low
error rate exists here," the FTU
VA office is apparently unhappy
that any error rate exis ts at all,
and the university may so'1~ take
steps to eliminate those errors
entirely.

Just a hop,· sk1·p and

students and facility consume
300 to 400 sandwiches from
vending machines each d a y . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Other foods sold from machines
include potato chips, candy,
pastries, salads, desserts: soups,
milk and soft drinks.

i·ump from
· FTU '·

Don't Get Shocked!!

·A
·full 'Service•.··
Bank!t{

Stuhr said vending machme
sales have increased about 20 per
cent · over last year because of
higher enrollment and
improvement in Sand's service,
and added, "We are going to
install another food machine
because of increased demands."

WHEN YOU SEE
OUR ·SELECTION

OF GUITARS,
STRINGS AND
ACCESSORIES

GIBSON • EPIPHONE
Warranty Station

.THE ·\~!{
CITIZENS
ANK '. OF OVIEDO'}:<

OVERALL, VENDING
machine sales have declined
slightly. "Even though the
economy is on an upgrade, more
people have turned-on to foods
from home," he added.
"Everyone has suffered."

GUITAR REPAIR

Those looking for a greater
.FREE CHECKING with
balance
food variety usually eat in the
snack bar or cafeteria. According
- Direct Deposit
to Cliff Schmidt, director of Saga
fuods, an averap of ~800~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
persons are served by the ~ FTU ~. . .e"9 ...
franchise.
r•
·
···
·
I

I

MUSIC SHACK
. BUTLER PLAZA
436 ANO HOWELL BRANCH ROAD
CASSELBERRY· 678-1765

'100.00 mini•1m

Service -

S~hmidt

u•e•..•aa••••••..•••••••..••••••••••i
. ·
~

l [] lJ S .

popula~

said the most
:
foods include open-faced•
sandwiches,
hamburgers,
dogs and items
from hot:
the :
delicatessan bar. Pepsi Cola and •
fruit punches are the most :
popular beverages.
:

'

U·[]lKfJW/1[jE~ '~[.

offers·a 20% discount to FTU students and faculty•·
On µarts and labor if repairs are performed
:
at the dealership
;

IN A recent survey, three out :
of ten students said they ate in :
the vending machines parlours, :
six ate in the snack bar or •
cafeteria and one did not eat on • .
campus ;tall.
:.
· d h' h ·
•
Stu d en ts cite
1g prices as •
their cheif complaint against all !:
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$ 70 Per

partm.ents

Mo~th

2 Bedroom
Furnished
. LIGHTED TENNIS COUR'°tS
. VOLLEYBALL
. BASKETBALL

. POOL
. "RECREATION -ROOM
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
SECURITY

1 Mile South of FTU Entrance
Open For Inspection 9-6, 275-8950.

Nich~ls' Alley

Discodraws dextrous dancers
By VICKI

BLANCHF~ELD

Contr i buting Feature Editor
and

MYRON CARDEN
Managing Editor

The loud thrashing beat of
"Brown Sugar" surrounds the
room as scores of casually-dressed

young couples bump and gyrate
in fast-moving cadence with Mick
Jagger's harsh voice.
Overhead and beneath their
shuffling feet, shades of blue,

"We try to reach mainly
college students, 18 to 25." ·
green, yellow and red flash
frantically like an out-of-control
pinball machine, only adding
impetus to the young gyraters'
desire to move with the music.
TlilS IS Nichol's Alley, billed
as having ~'Ame.rica's largest
dance floor."

Besides the ever-present dance
music, this new addition to
Orlando night life features silent
flicks starring movie greats such
as Laurel and Hardy, Charlie
Chaplin and W. C. Fields, a game
room with electronic and pinball
games, a "Good Eats Cafe," along
wit~ reasonably-priced drinks.

Located in a refurbished office
supply warehouse in downtown
Orlando, the discotheque is open
Monday through Saturday, 8
p.m. to 2 a.m., offering special
discounts throughout the week.
'·'We have something unique
that no one else ·has," said Barry
Henderson, assistant manager of
the establishment. "We have a
lighted dance floor and
discotheque."
He commented, "We try to
reach mainly college students, 18
to 25." However, one couple over
the half-century mark was
painfully evident, attempting to
"hustle" with the rest of the

crowd.
Henderson added, "The crowd
comes about 9: 30 p.m. or 10: 00
p.m." On this night, however, the
place. didn't start jumping until
about 11:00, leaving the
scattering of early arrivals with
little to do except watch the
silent film screens located at the
back of the lounge until then.
THIS PLEASURE was
lessened by the shadowy figure
who kept walking in front of the
projector, the irritating beer
commercials, the one screen that
showed every film backwards,
and the fact that all three screens
seemed to show the same film at
the same time, with each film a
little behind the other.
All the technical problems
were quickly forgotten, though,
as the opening strains of "Fight
the Power" quickly emptied the
contents of the lounge onto the.
hugh dance area, as each dancer
shook, wiggled and high-stepped
to the thundering bass line.

SIGHTS
and
SOUNDS
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Oviedo restaurant: 'one of a kind'
"Oviedo" means "one of a
kind" in Spanish.
·
Certainly the vastly
o verlooked Seminole County
village of the same name
embodies that phrase--it is indeed
"one of a kind."
I always feel rejuvenated when

Randy
Noles
I go to Ovedo. It is only a five
minute drive fr.om FTU, and has
the kind of small town charm that
is becoming harder and harder to
find in rapidly urbanizing Central
Florida.
There I found an outstanding
r estaurant called "The
Townhouse," located across from
the Oviedo stoplight.
· If you 're fed up with the
cardboard filler they serve up at
the cafeteria, but tolerate it only
because you thought you had no
c hoic e, t hen t he hot ,
h om e- c ooked meals at The
T o wnhouse should provide a
welcome change. I foun d th e~.
foo d there a far cry from the
sto mac h-rotting gruel I had
gro wn so depressingly used to.

The meals at the Townhouse
are short on frills, but I had hot
roast beef green beans, mashed
potatoes, fresh rolls an d butter,
salad iced tea (free refills ) and
homemade key lime pie for the
ridiculously low price of $2.60.
That's just slightly more than I
usually spend at Burger King, and
~
left the

~-----I~_actually

about abusing my system with
junk.
But
admit, if all The
Townhouse served was armidillo
and pork rinds, I'd still love the
place. I'm a sucker for
atmosphere, and the Oviedo
restaurant has atmosphere in
abundance.
Situated right downtown, you
can sit and enjoy your meal by
the large picture windows that
. ; overlook one of the prettiest little
towns you're likely to see. Sitting
there, you can almost forget the
fact that only a few short miles
away lurks pressure, school,
traffic, Disney and a multitude of
other modern evils that seem to
have passed Oviedo by.
I don't know quite how
Oviedo and the Townhouse can
exist so unspoiled, but I'm glad
they've both endured as separate
and unique entities from the rest
of Central Florida.
I highly recommend "The
Townhouse" for food mama
would be pleased to know you're
eating, and I highly recommend
the town of Oviedo as well. They
both offer a welcome refuge.

'Basically Baroque'
gives Nov. 2 concert
"Basically Baroque, " the FTU
faculty ensemble, will appear in
concert at 8: 30 p.m. Nov. 2.
The gro up, consisting of
teac h er-perf o r m ers, was
o rg a n ize d in 1973 and has
performed in numerous concerts
since then.
Th e Sunday evening
performance is open and free to
the public and will be presented
in the Rehearsal Hall adjacent to
__an
__d__Fi_·_n_e__Ar
__ts__

place_~~-t~~~~~_oth~e..:J....OIH~u-m_a_lll_·ti_·e_s

"LIVERPOOL," a Canadian group performing primarily
Beatle oldies, will appear in concert at Lake Claire Nov. 9.

'Liverpool' to appear
"Liverpool," a Canadian rock
and roll band performing old
Beatie hits, will make an exclusive
appearance at Lake Claire at 2
p.m. Sunday ,"Nov. 9.
The group offers students an
opportunity to relive
Beatlemania, as it recreates .the
unique musical style of the '60s.
Liverpool--named after the town
in which the famed British rock
group originated--thus provides
its own contribution to the

current nostalgia trend.
THE FOUR musicians are all
native Canadians and perform
primarily, though not
ex~lusively, familiar hits from the
Beatles' repertoire.
The upcoming concert will
additionally feature comedian
Chris Rush, a writer for the
National Lampoon.
The event is sponsored jointly
by the Village Center and Student
Government.

Halloween 'treat'

Loch Haven· features horror flicks
The Loch Haven Art Center is
featuring a collection of old
horror classics on Halloween
night, Oct. 31 from 10 p.m. to
2:00a.m.
The four-hour film
entertainment will be narrated by
film critic Rob Word and include
such celebrated movies as Claude
Rains in the 1941 version of
"Phantom of the Opera" and

"Leopard Man," starring Dennis
O'Keefe, released in 1942.
SELECTED "shorts" will also
be presented. Those scheduled
include 15-minute shorts starring
Be la Lugosi and another
15-minute presentation of Lon
Chaney film cuts.
The evening will include a .
Halloween costume party
contest.

Yearly TV auction depends
upon local involvement
Nov. 17 to 22 are the dates for
the third Great Channel 24
Auction.

*****
Jet Set Enterprises will
sponsor the first photorama rock
concert in the Jacksonville
Coliseum at 8 p.m. Saturday,
Nov. 1, when the Edgar Winter
Group with Rick Derringer
invade the arena.
Fans are encouraged to
photograph any program acts and
submit the results to Jet Set
Enterprises for consideration as
future album cover material.

WM FE-TV, Channel 24,
Orlando, will televise its live color
bid-by-phone-from-home action
auction for six prime-time
evenings, .beginning each night at
6: 00, according to Auction
Chairman L. Dale Marvel, senior
vice president of Pan American
Bank.
COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT is essential to
the auction's success. Hundreds
of jobs relating to the event are

available by calling Auction
Central at Channel 24-855-3691.
This · year, tne station JS
encouraging merchants in . the
Brevard, Seminole and Volusia
county area to increase
involvement, due to the
additional signal strength
anticipated by Channel 24's new
tower.
·

·

Merchants are asked to donate
merchandise and services for the
auction. The event is the largest
of its kind in the area, and offers
the business-professional
comm unity a once-a-year
opportunity to make a
tax-deductible investment in
Public Television wnile receive
valuable on-air promotional
credit not normally available on
non-commercial Channel 24.
M ARVEL CHA L LENGES
area b u si nesses to " become
involved in what will be the most
successful auction to date. We are
anticipating community support
as our plans continue for the third
auction . It is hoped that area
b usinesses will realize the
potential the auction affords and
t hat they will a cc ept the
c ha ll enge t o h a ve t heir
m er c handise and serv ices
displayed during the aucti on."
_

ECUDORAN ARTIFACTS are featured through Nov. 14 in
Proceeds from the event will
the library art exhibit. The handmade ceramic and hardened
be used to expand and strengthen
1 24
clay figures were developed when the Ecuadoran natives were
C h an n e
's P u b 1 i c
expose o uro ean c ture b the arrival of the S anish.......lia"°f~f,agi~ris~/c~_oai.m,~m.gf,~u,n~i~t•y
..,
..:;,:;t~~2~~~JE.~~~~~~~~~'-i~~~m;~~;;i.ii~~~
. .s•e•r•v•i•c•e........~

,

m·~~nce"~M :~'enl~L

SC

Pl -L'fe style 'makes a

r-4Stic change this week as the
clip.se on the 3rd impels you to
mak
improv ments in your
nvironmen t and y o u r
p s nali ty . If you have any bad
personal habits, take advantage of
t he eclipse rays and start a
ff

lf-i.mprovem nt program.

SAGI1 'J:1ARIUS-You should be
abl to Ren.lie what should or
RtllJ s irri g up

should not b done now . .Progress
is b st accomplished in seclusjon
or b hind - th e-scenes action.
A ·hi e v m e nt of inner
dev lopm e nt is the eclipse
promi se-actual attainment is
· youroption.
CAP lUCORN -Hopes, wishes,
pr ject.s and ambitious can best
b fulfill d from the 1st through
th e 3rd. If you're looking to
widen your circle of friends,
refu s
no social invitations.
Personal and motional desires
can b come reality.

Vll GO· Any t anl{ca you make
this w k will do u turnabout
b for month 's end. Avoid snap
cl ·i. ion you ay r ~re L at u latrr
date.
ou ar e s till unde r
argum nL asp ts-·ridr with Lh e
tld and roll with th' punclws.
L BRA-

latives a1 d friends ar<'

symput.lwLic and hav s me good

ndvi <' to offer. Heed th voi e of
p ri n e In

t.h

money

PIS ES-Do your very b st for
those intimately involved in your
life, but draw th line when
d mands ar made upon you that
you annot possibly live up to.
Th 5th i a good day Lo begin a
physical fitness program.

The re
iefemmes to
pim les, unpopulari
d
ge e13l ugtines; o fonn d spiri
in be q · t but mythmic single
come from a song ·ier
ose
·e~ e not heard from for
Yeal5. 'I'hey are happily no the
theme of the album "'~Be een the
lines," ju which it is f.eatured..
STE , THE lyrics, h -ch
liss Ian wrote throughout the
album in addition to the runes,
d eB on the deeper, somewhat
less desperate aspects of her
character istic son gwriting
mekmcbo ·a.
The theme, though difficult to detect between the whispers of
her artistry, suggests a nostalgia ·
tempered with dim hopes. The ~~~~m;Jii
poetry is delicate, reserved and
i ntense; most of the songs
concentrate on past relationships
and broken promises, idleness
and lost inspiration.
' 'Tea and Sympathy ," the
al bum's- best cut, imputes a
warmth, both through melody
and word, seldom heard from
female vocalists these days. Miss
Ian is probably incapable of
producing the upbeat, even
ftenetic music associated with
some of her female monologue of "At Seventeen,"
contemporaries in the music Miss Ian recalls some of her own
childhood experiences. The
market.
FOR THE folk enthusiast who rejections in her case came from
wants nothing more than to be the public, after her mid-teens
lulled, Janis Ian's work is sheer recording of, "Society's Child,"
beauty. Her voice is of only the first single relating an affair
average quality, but spiced with between white and blac.k 'persons.
After that childhood
several unusual inflections that
make the end of her lines almost controversy, Miss Ian's
popularity receded, not to
mysterious.
The. scoring makes the serenity resurface with any force until this
complete: strings and horns form · year, , with , her hit and the

Unfortunately the world of Top
of ten rejects that which
requires thought or attention.
It is hoped Janis Ian will not
fade again, because her writing is
superb and her productions are
refreshing. The . songs stand out,
not because large numbers will
identify with them, but because
they are individual; they show the
wonderment, hope and confusion
of one personality.
40

©1975 , Kais¢ Systemet, Inc.

AQUARIUS - Busin ss or
professional life and affairs,
honor, pref rrment, fame, credit,
rcputaLion and position in society
are all being highlighted by the
lipse of the 3rd. Career
innovations can b st be achieved
under b nefic Lunar rays of the
5th.
.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
PIZZAS
SANDWICHES
POOL TABLES
1 MIL.E WEST OF ALAFAYA TR
ON EAST COLONIAL

-----------..

--~------

A PIZZA
and
PITC E OF BE R 2.50

rmit one per customer

There isonly one store
in this city where you can
buy Earth®shoes.
Many stores sell shoes
that look like the Earth®
brand shoe, but only one
sells Anne Kalsll's miginal
'- ~ · :·,·t
. ._.patented
.•
,,. ,.
1·
Ph~ 1nven ion.
::II •z;I~ Located at:
.t<ALS0

EARTH SHOE
ORL~NDO FASHION SQUARE
3399 E. Co_lonla -01. ORLANDO, FLA. 32803
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TV commercials
spark criticism

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Oct. 31. -Nov. 6, 1975

EVENT

TIME

LOCATION

FRIDAY, OCT. 24
Choral Clinic
VC Favors
Music Department
Baptist Campus Ministry
Alpha Phi Omega
VCBoard
Movie

8 a.m.-6 p.m.
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
4p.m.-6p.m.
8:30p.m.

VCAR
VCWO
VC211
H&FA 216
VC200
VC2QO
VCAR

FTU's enrollment plugs being
aired over a local televisibn
station have sparked criticism
from the Today newspaper in
Brevard County.
According to Today, "FTU
might promote itself into even
more of a crisis." The paper
suggested Public Information
director Barth Engert discontinue
advertising "until the Board of
Regents (BOR) rescinds its open
door enrollment policy or the
legislature appropriates enough
money for FTU or both."

Texas Instruments

electronic calculator
SR-51A

SATURDAY, NOV. 1
Alpha Phi Omega Dist. Meet
Delta Sigma Theta
United ~ampus Mass

11 a.m.-11 p.m.
2p.m.-4 p.m.
4: 30 p.m.-5: 30 p.m.

vc 200, 214
Stud. Org. Lg.
Stud. Org. Lg.

SUNDAY, NOV. 2
TKE
VC Photo Class
Zeta Tau Alpha
TKE
'I'yes
TKE
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alp.ha Chi Omega
Movie

10 a.m.-8'p.m.
1 p.m:-10 p.m.
5: 30 p.m. -6: 30 p.m.
6p.m. -8p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6: 30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
8:30p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 3

Energy Conservation Workshop
John Sawhill Speaks ·
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
Delta Sigma Phi
Tri Delta
Pi Kappa Alpha Li 'l Sisters
VC photO Class
Billiards Tournament
Tyes
.
Alpha Chi Omega

·All Day
8: 30 p.m.
Oa.m. -lOa.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
11 a.m.-Noon
5 p.m.-11 p.m.
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
8 p.m.-10 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOV. 4
Energy Conservation Workshop
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus ·Ministry
Marketing Club
Alpha Tau Omega
Billiards Tournament
Yoga
Fellowship of Christian
Athletics

All Day
9 a.m. -10 a.m.
lla.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
2 p.m. -3 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 5
Baptist Campus Ministry
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
Baptist Campus Ministry
11 a.m.-Noon
Gay Student Association
Noon-1 p.m.
FTU Student Productions
Noon-1 p.m.
TKE
5 p.m.-6: 30 p.m.
THURSDAY, NOV. 6
Baptisl Campus Ministry
Captain's Meeting
Phi Chi Theta
Delta Sigma Pi
Student Accounting Society
Amaleur Radio Club
Am. Society of Civil Engr.

11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-lp.m.

Lake Claire
VC212
GCB 114, 115
ENGR 360
Stud. Org. Lg.
Multipurpose
GCB 216
VC211
VCAR

BARTH ENGERT

THE LEGISLATURE
appropriated funds for an
enrollment increase of only 350
VCAR
students this year, but enrollment
GCB 116
in'creased by 2,530, leaving 2,180
GCB 221
students completely unfunded by
VC200
the state.
GCB 114
Engert said the spots on
VC211
television are not advertisements;
VC212
VCGameRoorr they are public service
vc 211
announcements. "They are an
attemp1 to let people who Jive in
Stud. Org. Lg.
Central Florid~ know they have a
state university at their disposal,"
he explained.
VC
Engert said the 30-second
H& FA 208
spots are not airried at a particular
audience; but are designed to
ENGR 110
GCB 110
make interested persons ask for
VC 214
additional information.
VC Game Room
DEFENDING HIS decision to
Stud. Org. Lg. continue running the ads Engert
GCB 114
said, "We haven't been told we
won't get money to handle
students we already have. We
could still get it."
Engert said an enrollment cap
is not grounds for stopping the
GCB 225
ads. About 1,600 students
GCB 102
. graduate each year and persons
VC214
are needed to take their places, he
VC200
stated.
·
VC214
"The more applicants we have,
the more selective we can be,,, he
said.
"We need to encourage
ENGR 110
people to look here first."
VC200
Engert said the publil! service
GCB 114,'116
GCB 102, 110 announcements are produced by
the Public Information Office
GCB216
and are run at no charge to the
ENGR 302
university.
ENGR407

vc

• Performs loga rithms, trigonometries , hyperbolics. powers. roots,
reciprocals , fac torials. linear regress ion . mean . variance and
standard dev iation.
·
• Features an algebraic keyboard with d ual function keys that increase
the power of the SR-51 wi thou t increas ing its size
• Three us!'!r acc essib le memories permi t storage, recall . sum .
product opera tions.
• Preprogrammed to provide 20 often used engineerj ng conversi ons.
• Random number gene rator, automatic ca lculat ion of permutat ions,
automatic percent and perc ent di ffe renc e computati on.
• User selected fixed or floatir.ig de cimal poin t.
• Calculates answers to 13 significant digits and uses all 13 d igits
in subsequent calculations for max imum acc uracy.
• Computes and dis plays answers as large as ± 9.999999999 x 1o!•!•
and as small as ±1 . x 1o !I!•
• Automatically converts answers to scientific notation when
calculated answer is greater than 10 1" or less than 10- 111 •
• Features bright 14-character d rsplay-10-digit mantissa with sign ,
2-d igit exponent with sign .
• Display provides overflow, underflow. error indications.
• Lightweight, fully portable .
• Rechargeab le batteries or AC operation.
• Full year warranty.
• AC'. Adapter/Charger inc luded.

$149.95
ONE OF THE
MANY MODELS
AVAi LAB LE AT

FTU Bookstore
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OFFICE: OF
~TUD€NT GOl/€RNM€NT

SURVEY

WHAT KIND OF PACKAGE TRIP WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE OFFERED BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT?
CRUISE _ _

0.uT WEST _ _

DAYTONA - - - -

OTHER~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDENT GOVERNMENT:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CLIP ouT - DROP IN SG SUGGESTION Box OR To VC 205.
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VILLAGE CENTER BOARD SPEAKERS COMMITTEE
PRESENTS:

PRESIDENT, NEW YORK UNIVER ITY

FORMER

EDERA

.

ENER ~"CZAR"

&
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•
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HIGHLIGHT OF NOV 3-4 CENTRAL FLORIDA ENERGY SEMINAR

Booters slump to 6-4-1

Knights lose 2 road game·s: win·l at home
Miami defeats Tech, 3-2
By John Gunn
Sports Writer

The University of Miami
Hurricanes survived a furious
second half FTU rally and held on
to notch a 3-2 win at Mark
Lightfield at the Coral Gables
campus in Friday night's soccer
action.
The Knight onslaught was too
little too late as Miami put their
three on the board while holding
their visitors scoreless.
THE HURRICANES wasted
little time · in getting on the
scoreboard as center Bob Claflin
scooped in a long downfield shot
from teammate Steve Tettlebach
and booted it past FTU goalie
Dave Siriani for the score.
Claflin completed the first
half's scoring nine minutes later
when he poked in a loose ball in
front of the Knight goal.
The game threatened to
become a Hurricane route when
Miami scored again early in the
second half as Tettlebach tapped
in a cross shot to make the score
3-0.
TEN MINUTES later, Knight
forward Charlie Campbell headed
a Jim Madden corner kick past
Hurrican·e goalkeeper . Chris
Larsen, putting the Knights back
in the game!
The fired up FTU booters

controlled the game from then on
and forward Jim Madden put
them to within one point of the
leaders as he poked through a ball
from teammate Gus Romero into
the Miami net.
The remaining 17 minutes of
the contest was scoreless, and the
Hurricanes walked off the field
with their seventh victqry against
one defeat.
FTU coach Jim Rudy
maintained his Knights won the
game, played on artificial Tartan
Turf.
"The first Miami goal was
handled by the player," Rudy
complained. "He ( Chaflin)
knocked it down to his foot and
scored . The official saw it,
acknowledged he saw it, and the
sc0re counted ."
Rudy also questioned the
validity of the third Miami score.
"One player slapped the ball to
the other (Tettlebach) and he
knocked it in ," he said.
Photo by Mike Crumpton

MARIO ISAAC illustrates his great agility as he deftly moves around a Stetson player. FTU
bounC'ed back from a crushing road trip with a 2-1 win over the Hatters.

SPORTS
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Sunblazers defeat Tech
in 3-2 defensive struggle
The FTU soccer· Knights
returned to Orlando 1ate
Saturday night after failing in
their second attempt to salvage a
victory out of their Miami trip,
falling 1-0- to the Sun blazers of
Florida International University
(FIU) Saturday afternoon.
In the words of FIU soccer
coach Bill Nutall, FTU, "played
the better game." Nutall werit on
to say, "we just got the breaks."
THE GAME, played under a
h o t a f t e r n o o n s u n , w as
dominated by the visiting
Knights, but they could not
manage to put any points on the
board.
,
Sunblazer forward Oscar
Navarro put his team ahead to
stay when he rifled a 25 yard shot
past FTU goalie Winston DuBose
with only a minute and a half left
in the game, giving FIUtheir fifth

victory against two defeats.
Knight head coach Jim .Rudy
indicated that he was very pleased
with his team's showing in spite
of the setback. "We played
excelient soccer," he said, "our
defense was superb. We shut them
down so completely that they
had nowhere to go."
RUDY went on to single out
the performance of back Dean
Andreadis, who was assigned the
task of defending Sun blazer
All-American candidate Maurice
Taylor, who was well covered
throughout the contest.
Both coaches indicated that
they were pleased with the
officiating of the game,
something both men claimed was
not always as competent as it
could have been. Said Rudy,
"They were by far the best
officials we've seen on the field."

Bad bre·a fcsmarbooter•s record·
There's an old baseball adage
that maintains if a team is going
to win a pennant it must play
".750 at home and .500 on the
road." The old adage doesn't tell you how to do it, but basically it's
a pretty e:ood formula for a
winning season.
The FTU-soccer Knights have
not been quite as fortunate on
their road trips this year. In their
only two away stands, (not
including a trip to Dade City to
play St. Leo), the hooters have
dropped three of the five games
they played, losing back to back
games over the weekend, leaving
them with a 5-4-1 record on
Monday.

THE KNIGHTS, however,
have been the victim of some
miserable luck. Not in the form of
referees, (as many would have me
believe), nor in the form of major
injuries, (althqugh some members
of the team are playing hurt).

The Knights bad luck this
season in their- losses has been
that they just have not been able
ta put the ball into the net when
they really needed to do so.
Their weekend stand netted
two losses, both by one goal. In

Fred
Van ·

Assche
both games they played good
soccer. That is incidated by the
scores of the games, if nothing
else.
·
LOSSES LIKE 'those have a
profound effect upon a team. Not
only physically, where the
exhaustion is most apparent, but
mentally, where the frustration
grows. It is not easy for a

competitor to drop two close
ones, his only consolation being
that he turned in his best
· performance. It takes
determination to bounce back.
With the NCAA Regional and
National Tournament only two
weeks away, the hooters are
confronted with their first
challenge as a team to get back on
the winning aspect of competitive
team sport. But it is the most
important.
The Knights started out on the
right foot Tuesday with their
victory over a tough Stets6n
team. It was the boater's most
important victory to date, and it
showed some class.

How the Knights will fare in
the NCAA Tourney is anybody's
guess, but it is essential that they
go into it with a winning attitude ..

Knights- bounce back
with 2-1 Stetson victory
By JOHN GUNN
Sports Wrfter

The FTU Knights, rebounding
from their two game setback in
Miami, unleashed a 29-shot
attack on a defensively-minded
Stetson University team and
scored on two of them to record a
2-1 victory on a cool, rainy
Tuesday afternoon at the FTU
home field.
Stetson drew first blood in the
contest when right back Mike
Ivey boomed a long downfield
kick and teammate Gary Deckert
went leaping in the air to heat it
over a charging Winston Dubose.
.THE HATI'ERS were content
to stop the Knight offense with a
"prevent" defense designed to sit
on their 1-0 leaq.
19 minutes into the second
half Knight midfielder Walt
Cordell rammed a loose ball past
Stetson Goalie Robin Dietrich
and the two teams were tied up at
one apiece.

The remainder of the game was
all FTU as the Knights took shot
after shot and Stetson's efforts
were confined to preventing the
go ahead score.
THE KNIGHTS persevered,
however, and with 8 minutes
remaining Mario Isaac headed a
Cordell corner. kick into the
Hatter net, putting his team
ahead to stay, 2-1.
The visitors attempted to
mount an offensive, but only
managed one shot on the Knight
goal in the entire half and the
victorious Knights sloshed off the
field with a 6-4·1 record .
"They got an early goal and sat
back," said FTU head coach Jim
Rudy, "and I'm really please~
with our play, we did the right
things."
"WE COULDN'T go to the
middle, so we had to go to the
outside," Rudy continued, "it's
the only way you can beat the
pack defense."

ALL EYES were on the FTU net as Sunblazer goalie comes up with another save. The Knights
played well, but were shut out in the contest 1-0.
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Women novv 23-2

•

.Volleyball continues streak

,_

The women's varsity
volleyball team hosted a
tournament at Seminole Junior
College on Oct. 21, giving the
student body their first
. opportunity to see the Knights
play.
In the opening match, FTU
rolled over Florida Southern
9-15, 15-9, 15-10.
T.HEIR SECOND match was
against University of Florida, and
F~U lost the first game of the
three-game match, 5-15. The
height advantage of the
University of Florida t.eam, with
three six-footers, was a deciding
factor . By the second and third
games of the match, FTU had
adjusted their offense and was
able to spike the ball to win.
Scores for the second and third
games were 15-6 and 15-3.
The third match of the evening
paired FTU with Flagler College,
netting an easy victory 15-10,
15-6.
Photo by Fred Sommer
On Oct. 25 the Volleyball
TRYING TO MAINTAIN HIS BALANCE, a Delta Sigma Pi Team participated in the Flagler
player stumbles to the turf, as Joe Ryder struts in the Invitational Tournament at St ..
background. DSPI stumbled to 25-0 loss to Nutcracker Sweet. Augustine playing their opening
match against University of
Tampa, The FTU team had some
difficulty at the outset, but made
the necessary adjustments
Winning the match 15-6, 13-15,
lf)..13.
.
THE F1NAL match of the
In Intramural Flag Football Johnson tallied two more
tournament had FTU playing r
competition recently, Tau Kappa . touchdowns for the final action
Flagler. The match-up was
plagued by a series of ille al hit t
Epsilon (TKE) II defeated
Bushwackers 13-6. The
Bush wackers scored first, after a
long run by Bob Judah. TKE II
retaliated with two · touchdown
passes by John Gunn with an
extra point by Frank Baily.
At the same time Kappa Sigma
(KS) swept by Delta Tau Delta
(DTD) 13-7. The first TD came
from Sherman Kirkland for KS
with Ken Babb adding the extra
point. DTD scored next with
Randy Hartos and an extra point
by Ray Forest. KS then broke the
tie with a final touchdown from
Ray Miller.
IN THE next game Lambda
Chi Alpha (LXA) II crushed Air
Force Thunderbirds 25-7. LXA II
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL team in a match with University
took the first TD followed by the
of
Florida
Thunderbirds who added an extra
point. Taking the initiative, LXA
II scored three consecutive
touchdowns for the final score.
In Monday's action, God's
Children edged Gooney Birds 7-6. ,
Skip .Van Dyne scored for God's
Children while Bob Isaac passed '
to Robert Rush for the extra
point. Mark Manship passed to
Dave Men doze for Gooney Birds'
•
touchdown.
Nutcracker Sweet shut out
DSPI 25-0 on another field. Troy
Pearson tallied the first TD and
Charlie Golding the second with
Mike Kosib on the extra point.
Pat Vaughn hit paydirt while i
Godling came back for a final
touchdown before the end of the
game.
Fresh Garbage rolled over
SOMF 26-6 in a runaway I
four-minute game. Ernie Baker
scored the first and last TDs with
Eric Wyburg and Robert Simon
helping with the extra points.
Garbage's Dave Katz and Dave 1

L.XA steamrolls
f

t

·!

match-up proved to be an easy
one and Coach McDaniel used her
bench extensively in both
matches. FTU beat Stetson 15-8,
15-3 and Seminole Junior College
15-3, 15-7. .
The team leaves today to play
in the Jacksonville Invitational
and received the number one seed
in their pool. FTU will be playing
University of Georgia, College of
Charleston, S.C., University of
Miami and Lake City Community
College.
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Sinbad battles the
creatures of legend
IN THE
MIRACLE OF
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Thunderbirds

MAKE

penalties called on FTU. The
Knights were edged in the m<:tch
17-15, 16-14 and 11-15. This was
the fourth time in their season
that FTU had played Flagler and
their first loss to them .
The t.eam played without two
of their starters as Kris
Bekemeyer was hospitalized with
a back injury and Linda Johnson
was ill.
Oct. 27 found the team
playing ,Stetson and Seminole
Junior College at Seminole. 'T'hP.

MONEY

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A CHARLES H. SCHNEER ProductlOll·" THEGOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD"
FILMED IN DYNARAMA· Starring JOHN PHILLIP LAW · CAROLINEMUNRO · TOM BAKER
Streenplay by BRIAN CLEMENS · Music by MIKLOS ROZSA · Creator of Special Visual Effects
RAY HARRYHAUSEN ·Produced by CHARLES H SCHNEER and RAY HARRYHAUSEN
Directed by GORDON HESSLER ·COLUMBIA PICTURES/A DIVISION OF COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES. INC.
AB·P Associates Feature
I!![~~\

COME DRESSED IN COSTUME

BABY SITTING'•

I
1·

(

Harriers hold
intramural meet
The Intramural Cross Country
meet began on Thursday, Oct. 23,
at the Physical Plant and traveled
1 % miles across campus to the
Village Center.
The men's winner was Dr.
Henry Kennedy at 8: 51. The
independent team champion was
FTU Crew team with 14 points
and the fraternity team champion
was Alpha Tau Omega with 22
points.
In the women's category,
which consisted of a one mile run,
the winner was Linda Mitchell,
team champions were Tyes with
~-----_,.l~oints.

SIGN UP NOW
FOR
FALL QUARTER
V.C. 224 OR
~ ~ CALL :275··219l

~EXT

,~

WEE

BI CENTH!N I/\L FI U·1
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Wee Care Childrens Ranch
OPEN 24 hrs. - 7 Days
Near FTU
Reasonable Rates
HELP WANTED
WAITER/WAITRESS - JOHN
NEWCOMBE'S TENNIS
VILLAGE. Hours flexible.
Advancement possible. Call Pete
at 904-394-6171. Near Disney.
Immediate openings.

'72 Datsun pickup, air
conditioned, radio, step bumper,
27 5-7 321, evenings please.

1971 SCHWINN 24 inch boy's
bike. In very good condition,
only $7 5. Call 27 3-0023.

WANTED
Young woman wishes to share 3
bdrm. 2 bath house with same.
$75. a month and half utilities.
Call 273-2484 after 5: 30 p.m.

Need- to share home with two
students. $50. per mo. utilities
included. Call 644-6860, after
2:00 - 273-2212 after 7:00 273-0860.

TEAC 3340, 4 .Channel tape deck
· like new. Phone Butler
answering machine, Ham radio,
books, Hammond B-3 for rent.
831-4005 after 6:30.

'66 Oldsmobile 4 door sedan,
good condition. $525.
or best offer. Call 678-6208 after
5p.m.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST
especially theses and
dissertations. Please call Susie
Weiss on campus 2389 or
67 8-3481 after 5: 30. Fast
accurate service at reasonable
rates.

LSA.T PREPARATION
COURSE. 20 hours, $70 half of
our students cored over 600.
Course repeatable free. 70 pt.
improvement by the second try
or your money back. Attention
first class free, no obligation .
305-854-7 466.

5 Acres - Large Play Area
273-1487

r .....
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1 . . .Europa Trave1·1nc.
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.Plannlng to Take .a Trip?
So~•: time & e· n~l'ifY ·& ·mo••t
Let us handle all •t.rcingeme-.. .
At n~ extra chan.g.• charge
.
Howell Branch Rd & 436

.!!~The M~~t Squa!,_~

I
678-~~~

auto/~adio

FOR RENT
2 Female Roommates wanted to
share with me 2 bdrm., 2 bath
apt. located across street from
FTU. Call after 8 p.m. Kristy
273-3916.

Stables and Pasture available improved pasture and stalls with
tack room. 4% acres. $20. Pasture
· $25. Stalls. Call 365-6177.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Private
room. $70. per month plus
electric. Close to FTU. Call Mark
277·2187.

SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS. Less
than one mile from main admin.
Bldg. Quiet and .well-maintained
1 bdrm. Furnished, $140. mo.
11600 Mendel Dr. of Alafaya Tr.
27 5-7 833 or 365-5585.

FOR SALE

TYPING · Extensive experience . .---~----------------•
in term papers, business letters!
INVESTIGA°TE OUR LITTLE
and theses. Fast and accurate ..
CORNER OF WINTER PARK
Reasonable rates. Phon~I
834-1991.
..... REMEMBER, NOT A.LLAPTS
I

WERE CREA TED EQUAL
STUDENTDISCOUNT 678-6090

PERSONAL

Semoran

Dave, Thanks for your love and
support. We're listening to the
show. Pattycakes has a Halloween
surprise for you. Gumba

Kake, Beak, Tiger, Tooter and
~anne (~ ~anksfor the good~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
nights sleep Tuesday, at this rate
SHOP~'
I'm going to lose myl'eputation as
a night ow1. c.c.
across from Winn Dixie Union Park

"DEE'S SANDWICH

SERVICES
'7 3 VEGA, automatic, 19,000
miles, extra clean.

~~

TYPING SERVICE. Term papers
· Th es es. 40q a page. IBM
Selectric. Minor corrections & 1
c.c. Call Virginia Hilty 293-3458.

EXPERIENCE SOffiETHING NEW
Ope.n seve~ nights a wee~

hours

PIZZAS· "Home Made" - SUBS
O~r Specialty
OPEN SUN.DAYS

·11 a.m. • 1l p.m.

273-1910

D.Ef'Ol

D- - - -·- · - -·- - - -

Al.OMA AVf

D. .J. Sal Bondo to ente1taln ~ou with
yesterdays, todays - and
tomouow's sounds
Game ·Room with Foosball, Plnball,Bu11per Pool and more

.

______ - - - -·-

BLVD
---- --FTU
- -------------

,_____
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Beer For LQdles Qll nlght ·long

Tuesday, rEvery

tenth Pitcher of Beer FREE
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Pitcher Night - pitcher of Beer 1.50
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Thursday,
FtldCly,

DQnce Contest - with prizes QWQrded

Saturday,
Sunday

(.!)

Wine Chillers FREE

LQdles Drinks on the House between 9-11 p.m.

Lounge & Game Ro~m Open

EverydQy mon-Frl HQppy Hour 4-6
Beer lncteQse 5
even~ fifteen
IF YOU CAN'T
minutes

I

COLONIAL DRIVE/RT. 50

FIND US GIVE US A CALL 671-9018
3425 ·Forsyth ~oa~ Orlando, Fl.a .

D

STONE APPLE

•

